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IVentry, the first phase of the viral replication cycle, begins with the adhesion of virus to the host cell and ends with the fusion of the cell and viral membranes with subsequent delivery of the viral core into the cytoplasm. The intricate series of protein -protein interactions that ultimately results in virus infection can be divided into several phases, some of which are essential and others that may serve to modulate the efficiency of the process. First, virions must bind to the target cell, with this being mediated either by the viral envelope (Env) protein or host cell membrane proteins incorporated into the virion with any one of a number of various cell attachment factors. Attachment can be relatively nonspecific, with Env interacting with negatively charged cellsurface heparan sulfate proteoglycans (Saphire et al. 2001) , or can result from more specific interactions between Env and a4b7 integrin (Arthos et al. 2008; Cicala et al. 2009) or pattern recognition receptors such as dendritic cellspecific intercellular adhesion molecular 3-grabbing non-integrin (DC-SIGN) (Geijtenbeek et al. 2000 ; reviewed in Ugolini et al. 1999) . HIV attachment to the host cell via any of these factors likely brings Env into close proximity with the viral receptor CD4 and coreceptor, increasing the efficiency of infection ( Fig. 1 ) (Orloff et al. 1991) . However, attachment factors differ from receptors in that they are not essential, and although they augment infection in vitro, their physiologic role in vivo remains unclear.
The second step of virus entry and the first absolutely required for infection entails binding of Env to its primary receptor, the host protein CD4 (Maddon et al. 1986; McDougal et al. 1986 ). Env is a heavily glycosylated trimer of gp120 and gp41 heterodimers. The gp120 subunit is responsible for receptor binding and gp120 contains five relatively conserved domains (C1 -C5) and five variable loops (V1 -V5), named for their relative genetic heterogeneity. Each of the variable regions is comprised of a loop structure formed by a disulfide bond at its base, with the exception of V5. The variable loops lie predominantly at the surface of gp120 and play critical roles in immune evasion and coreceptor binding, particularly the V3 loop (reviewed in Hartley et al. 2005) . CD4 is a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily that normally functions to enhance T-cell receptor (TCR)-mediated signaling. Env interacts with the CD4 binding site (CD4bs) in gp120 (Kwong et al. 1998) . Env binding to CD4 causes rearrangements of V1/V2 and subsequently V3. In addition, CD4 binding leads to formation of the bridging sheet, a four-stranded b sheet comprised of two double-stranded b sheets that are spatially separated in the unliganded state (Kwong et al. 1998; Chen et al. 2005) . The bridging sheet and repositioned V3 loop play critical roles in the next step of virus entry, coreceptor engagement.
The third step of virus entry, coreceptor binding, is widely thought to be the trigger that activates the membrane fusion potential of Env. HIV strains can be broadly classified based on their coreceptor usage. Viruses that use the chemokine receptor CCR5 are termed R5 HIV, those that use CXCR4 are termed X4 HIV, and viruses that can use both coreceptors are called R5X4 HIV (Berger et al. 1998) . There is no compelling evidence that coreceptors other than CCR5 and CXCR4 play important roles in supporting infection of HIV-1 in vivo. With rare exception, only R5 and R5X4 viruses are transmitted between individuals (Keele et al. 2008) , likely owing to multiple imperfect but overlapping host restrictions on X4 HIV transmission (reviewed in Margolis and Shattock 2006) . Interestingly, despite identification at earlier time points and despite high levels of CXCR4 expression on circulating HIV target cells, X4 or even R5X4 HIV rarely predominate until late in infection (Tersmette et al. 1989; Schuitemaker et al. 1992; Connor et al. 1997 ). In addition, X4 viruses are less common in clade C HIVand SIV infection (Chen et al. 1998; Ping et al. 1999; Cecilia et al. 2000; Huang et al. 2007 Figure 1 . Overview of HIV entry. To deliver the viral payload into cells, HIV Env, comprised of gp120 and gp41 subunits (1), first attaches to the host cell, binding CD4 (2). This causes conformational changes in Env, allowing coreceptor binding, which is mediated in part by the V3 loop of Env (3). This initiates the membrane fusion process as the fusion peptide of gp41 inserts into the target membrane, followed by six-helix bundle formation and complete membrane fusion (4).
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may have mitigated neutralizing antibody or cytotoxic T lymphocyte responses against X4 HIV compared with R5 HIV. Finally, clade B hosts most often live in developed countries and may face different environmental stresses including fewer or different chronic coinfections, which may increase target cell CCR5 expression. Elucidating the mechanism of coreceptor switch is a critical next step because it has implications for disease progression and therapy with HIV entry inhibitors.
A fourth step of virus entry is movement of the virus particle to the site where productive membrane fusion occurs. A series of recent studies has shown that a number of viruses usurp cellular transport pathways to reach specific destinations that are either needed for infection or that make entry more efficient, and that HIV might likewise use the host cell machinery to reach sites where membrane fusion can occur (Lehmann et al. 2005; Coyne and Bergelson 2006; Sherer et al. 2010 ). Some viruses have been shown to "surf" along the cell surface, moving from distal sites of attachment to more proximal regions of the cell body where virus entry occurs. Retroviruses, including HIV, have been shown to use this process on some cell lines (Lehmann et al. 2005; Sherer et al. 2010) . In addition, HIV may need to be internalized by the host cell's endocytic machinery for productive membrane fusion to occur, as is discussed in a later section (Miyauchi et al. 2009) .
The fifth and final step of virus entry is membrane fusion mediated by Env. Coreceptor binding induces exposure of the hydrophobic gp41 fusion peptide, which inserts into the host cell membrane. This tethers the viral and host membranes, allowing the fusion peptide of each gp41 in the trimer to fold at a hinge region, bringing an amino-terminal helical region (HR-N) and a carboxy-terminal helical region (HR-C) from each gp41 subunit together to form a six-helix bundle (6HB) (Chan et al. 1997; Weissenhorn et al. 1997) . Because the HR-N domain is in close proximity to the host cell membrane owing to the fusion peptide, and the HR-C domain is in close proximity to the viral membrane owing to the gp41 transmembrane domain, formation of the 6HB is the driving force that brings the opposing membranes into close apposition, resulting in the formation of a fusion pore (reviewed in Melikyan 2008) . Whether one or multiple HIV Env trimers are needed for complete membrane fusion is not yet clear. In summary, coreceptor binding unlocks the potential energy of the gp41 fusion complex resulting in 6HB formation, opening and stabilization of the membrane fusion pore, and subsequent delivery of the viral contents into the host cell cytoplasm.
DISCOVERY OF THE HIV RECEPTORS
In 1981, several years before the discovery of HIV, Gottlieb and colleagues (1981) reported CD4 þ T-cell decline in four men who presented with pneumocystis pneumonia and mucosal candidiasis, among other opportunistic infections. Three years later, it was shown that HIV preferentially infects CD4 þ T cells (Klatzmann et al. 1984 ) and that infection is potently inhibited by CD4-specific antibodies (reviewed in Sattentau and Weiss 1988) . CD4 was then shown to coimmunoprecipitate with Env ) and CD4 expression could rescue infection in some nonpermissive cells (Maddon et al. 1986 ). However, CD4 transfection into mouse cells rescued binding of virus to the cell surface but not membrane fusion or virus infection, suggesting that there were other required cofactors (Maddon et al. 1986) .
Although the discovery of CD4 as the primary HIV receptor occurred shortly after the onset of the epidemic, it took more than a decade to discover the first coreceptor. In 1993, CD26 was reported as the elusive HIV coreceptor (Callebaut et al. 1993 ); however, this was later disproved by several groups (Lazaro et al. 1994; Stamatatos and Levy 1994) . In 1995, Feng and colleagues conclusively identified CXCR4 as a major HIV coreceptor by the use of an expression cloning strategy. A critical finding of this study was that CXCR4, then termed fusin, functioned as a coreceptor for what had been termed T-cell line tropic strains of HIV but not for virus strains that could infect human macrophages but that failed to enter T-cell lines (Feng et al. 1995 . The seminal discovery of CXCR4 as a G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) in combination with the identification of the inhibitory effect of the b chemokines CCL3 (MIP-1a), CCL4 (MIP1b), and CCL5 (RANTES) (Cocchi et al. 1995) on some virus isolates led to the simultaneous and rapid discovery of CCR5 as the coreceptor for macrophage-tropic virus strains by five different groups (Alkhatib et al. 1996; Choe et al. 1996; Deng et al. 1996; Doranz et al. 1996; Dragic et al. 1996) .
The importance of the viral coreceptors for HIV infection in vivo was shown by the discovery of a 32 base-pair deletion in ccr5, termed ccr5D32, which has an allelic frequency of 10% in Caucasians (Dean et al. 1996; Liu et al. 1996; Samson et al. 1996) . The D32 mutation results in a premature stop codon in the second extracellular loop of CCR5 and subsequent retention of the mutant protein in the endoplasmic reticulum. Homozygosity for this polymorphism results in profound resistance to HIV infection, although several D32 homozygotes have been infected with X4 viruses (Balotta et al. 1997; O'Brien et al. 1997; Theodorou et al. 1997 ). In addition, heterozygosity confers partial protection to infection (Dean et al. 1996; Samson et al. 1996) and disease progression (Dean et al. 1996; Huang et al. 1996) .
Elucidating the mechanism of HIVentry has directly translated into therapeutic benefit. Currently, there are two FDA-approved entry inhibitors, enfuvirtide and maraviroc, whereas others are in various stages of development. In 2003, enfuvirtide became the first licensed entry inhibitor; it is a 36-residue-long peptide whose sequence is based on that of the HR-C in gp41. As a result, enfuvirtide behaves much like HR-C in that it binds to the HR-N prehairpin intermediate and inhibits 6HB formation and subsequent membrane fusion (Wild et al. 1992 (Wild et al. , 1993 . Although enfuvirtide is a highly specific and effective membrane fusion inhibitor (Lalezari et al. 2003; Lazzarin et al. 2003) , its use has been limited because it must be injected owing to its lack of oral bioavailability. Recently, protease-resistant D-peptide fusion inhibitors have been developed that also prevent 6HB formation, which may overcome this limitation (Eckert et al. 1999; Welch et al. 2007 Welch et al. , 2010 . In addition to enfuvirtide, the CCR5 inhibitor maraviroc has been approved for clinical use. Maraviroc is a small-molecule allosteric inhibitor that binds within the CCR5 transmembrane cavity resulting in conformational changes in the extracellular loop domains of the chemokine receptor that interact with Env (Dorr et al. 2005) . Similar CCR5 small-molecule inhibitors are in various stages of testing (reviewed in Tilton and Doms 2009).
KEY RECENT ADVANCES
Our understanding of the HIV entry process is derived largely from structural and in vitro studies. As the field has evolved, there is now increased emphasis on placing the now rather well-understood membrane fusion reaction in a cellular context, asking where and when virus entry takes place as well as how virus particles are transferred between cells. Increased structural detail continues to provide insight into the entry process and suggests targets for smallmolecule inhibitors and neutralizing antibodies. Finally, attempts to recapitulate the ccr5D32 phenotype have been developed with some being brought forward to early-stage clinical development (Perez et al. 2008) .
New Structural Information
A full understanding of the HIV entry process requires detailed structural information. The structure of CD4 alone and in complex with a gp120 core fragment has been solved for HIV (Kwong et al. 1998; Huang et al. 2005 ) and simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) (see online Movie 1 at www.perspectivesinmedicine.org) (Chen et al. 2005) . The structure of the postfusion 6HB in gp41 has also been determined (see online Movie 2 at www.perspectivesinmedicine. org) (Chan et al. 1997; Weissenhorn et al. 1997) . What has been lacking is a structure of the native Env trimer and the HIV coreceptors. However, Wu et al. (2010) recently described five independent structures of CXCR4 bound to two different small-molecule antagonists, which have given insight into both the tertiary and quaternary structure of the native protein (Fig. 2) . First, both chemokines and Env have been reported to engage CCR5 and CXCR4 in a twosite model with the chemokine receptor amino terminus as site one and the extracellular loops (ECLs), particularly ECL2, as site two. Although the orientation of the CXCR4 aminoterminal domain could not be solved owing to structural flexibility, the crystal structure provides high-resolution insight into the ECL2 binding site. Second, all five structures portray CXCR4 as a homodimer (see online Movie 3 at www.perspectivesinmedicine.org), which is consistent with biochemical studies that have suggested CXCR4 exists as an oligomer in the host cell membrane (Babcock et al. 2003) . Although the implications of CXCR4 dimerization remain unclear for HIV infection, it may explain the dominant phenotype of a carboxyterminal CXCR4 human mutation that results in WHIM syndrome, which is characterized by warts, hypogammaglobulinemia, infections, and myelokathexis (retention of neutrophils in the bone marrow) (Hernandez et al. 2003) . Finally, the identified homodimer interface may represent a novel CXCR4 or potentially CCR5 drug target, because CCR5 and CXCR4 have been reported to heterodimerize in vivo (Sohy et al. 2007 (Sohy et al. , 2009 . Further structural studies are needed to better define the precise interactions of Env and coreceptor and to assess the mechanisms of signaling and heterodimerization with other chemokine receptors.
Where Does Virus Entry Occur?
The entry of viruses into cells is controlled in both time and space, with these parameters being regulated by host cell factors that serve to unlock the membrane fusion potential of viral membrane proteins. Many viruses require delivery by the host cell into an acidic, intracellular compartment where low pH triggers membrane-fusion-inducing conformational changes (reviewed in Marsh and Helenius 2006) . HIV entry does not require low pH; instead it is triggered by receptor engagement (Stein et al. 1987) . The fact that HIV does not require low pH for cellular entry does not imply that fusion occurs at the cell surface. In fact, no spatial information is provided by the triggering mechanism. Despite this, it was often assumed that HIV fuses at the cell surface owing to several observations (reviewed in Uchil and Mothes 2009) . First, Env expression on the cell surface can mediate cell-to-cell fusion, indicating not only that Env is the only viral membrane protein needed to elicit fusion but that low pH is clearly not required. Second, very early studies on HIV entry showed that lysomotropic agents, which increase endosomal pH, do not inhibit HIV infection (McClure et al. 1988 ). Third, inhibiting endocytosis of CD4 in cell lines by mutating its cytoplasmic domain does not affect HIV infection (Maddon et al. 1988) . Together, these studies show that HIV entry is not pH dependent, but they provide no definitive information as to whether fusion occurs at the cell surface or from within endocytic vesicles, albeit in a pH-independent fashion.
The question of where HIV-membrane fusion occurs has recently been reexamined (Miyauchi et al. 2009) . By combining lipid and content mixing assays with single virion fluorescent imaging, Miyauchi et al. tracked the location of virus membrane fusion in HeLa cells overexpressing CD4, CCR5, and CXCR4. They found that whereas lipid mixing can occur at the cell surface, content mixing only occurred in intracellular perinuclear compartments and thus concluded that complete fusion requires endocytosis. Whether this is always the case remains to be determined because the genetic variability of HIV and the diverse cell types it can infect make generalization difficult.
An interesting question is whether the site of entry matters; with regard to the use of entry inhibitors, probably not: Both coreceptor antagonists and fusion inhibitors block virus infection in vitro and in vivo, and neutralizing antibodies clearly function as well. However, the site of entry is more likely to have an impact on the likelihood of a productive infection actually occurring. For instance, after cellular attachment, HIV can actively surf along the cellular membrane from filopodia or microvilli to the cell body. This actin-dependent process requires receptor engagement and serves to enhance infection efficiency. Surfing toward the cell body may have several favorable consequences for the virus. First, it may facilitate endocytic HIV uptake. Second, it may bring the virus to a membrane region that has higher levels of coreceptor or important downstream signaling molecules (McDonald et al. 2003) . Third, it may allow the fusion event to occur closer to the nucleus, which is the ultimate target of HIV. Thus, the site of initial HIV attachment is likely random; however, HIV hijacks the cellular machinery to traverse the cell membrane to a more favorable site of entry, be it at the plasma membrane or endosome, which ultimately serves to augment infection efficiency (Lehmann et al. 2005 ).
Cell -Cell Transfer and the Virological Synapse
In vitro, the rate-limiting step of virus infection is attachment to the host cell. In vivo, newly produced virions may well encounter an immediately adjoining, uninfected cell. In some cases, transfer of virus from one cell to another is a specialized process, as in the case of dendritic cells (DCs), which are professional antigenpresenting cells (APCs) that scavenge the periphery, sampling antigen. They are commonly found in the mucosa and thus may be encountered by HIV during transmission. On antigen binding, DCs migrate to the lymph nodes, process, and present the antigen to T cells to trigger an adaptive immune response. DCs are relatively resistant to productive HIV infection owing to a combination of low CD4 and coreceptor expression, host restriction factors, postintegration HIV transcription blocks, and other unknown factors (Bakri et al. 2001 ). However, they express a diverse range of attachment factors that facilitate the internalization and processing of pathogens before antigen presentation. HIV, along with viruses (Igakura et al. 2003; Yang et al. 2004) , can take advantage of this pathway to augment infection efficiency and dissemination (Fig. 3) (reviewed in Piguet and Steinman 2007) . Cameron et al. (1992) first showed that DCs could catalyze HIV infection of cocultured CD4 þ T cells without themselves getting productively infected. Each DC can bind up to several hundred virions (McDonald et al. 2003) most likely via a C-type lectin such as DC-SIGN (Geijtenbeek et al. 2000; Turville et al. 2002) . After binding, the virions are endocytosed into a trypsin-resistant compartment (Geijtenbeek et al. 2000) , and then after DC binding to a T cell, internalized virus migrates to the DC:T-cell interface (McDonald et al. 2003) where it encounters the T-cell membrane forming the infectious synapse, analogous to the immunologic synapse that forms on MHC -TCR binding (reviewed in Vasiliver-Shamis et al. 2010) . In addition to efficiently concentrating and presenting HIV at the site of T-cell contact, the infectious synapse is characterized by recruitment of CD4, CCR5, and CXCR4.
Recent advances in electron microscopy have enabled 3D (three-dimensional)-structural studies of the infectious synapse that have shed light on this mechanism (Felts et al. 2010) . DCs produce membranous protrusions that engulf the surrounding extracellular environment, trapping virions in a surface-accessible but protected compartment. It remains unclear as to whether this occurs before or after virion binding and whether it is Env induced. When CD4 þ T cells contact DCs, they extend filopodia, enriched for CD4 and coreceptor, into the invaginated DC compartments that contain bound virions (Fig. 3) . Together, the efficient binding of HIV, relocalization to the point of CD4 þ T-cell contact, and the recruitment of the requisite HIVentry receptors promote HIV infection at the infectious synapse (McDonald et al. 2003; Hubner et al. 2009) .
A Novel Attachment Factor: a4b7 Integrin
Although cell-to-cell transmission of HIV augments infection efficiency, the mechanism of virological synapse formation remains unclear. a4b7 integrin has been reported to bind gp120; induce activation of LFA-1 (aLb2 integrin), which contributes to formation of the immunologic synapse (reviewed in Bromley et al. 2001) ; and subsequently augment infection (Arthos et al. 2008; Cicala et al. 2009) .
a4b7 is a heterodimeric protein comprised of an a4 and b7 subunit that when expressed on CD4 þ T cells facilitates homing to the gut and other mucosal tissues. Its activation and expression are up-regulated by retinoic acid in vitro, which may also be locally secreted by mucosal DCs in vivo. The discovery of a4b7 as an attachment factor is of particular interest because HIV disrupts the integrity of the mucosal barrier and preferentially depletes gut CD4 þ T cells, which are more activated and express higher levels of CCR5 than peripheral CD4 þ T cells. a4b7 is thought to bind an LDV (Leu-Asp-Val) tripeptide motif on the second variable loop (V2) of gp120, with this resulting in lymphocyte function-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1) activation. In addition, a4b7 colocalizes with CD4 and CCR5 at the virological synapse, which may further enhance infection. Blockade of a4b7 with monoclonal antibodies or a peptide delays replication of HIV in vitro, further supporting its role in HIV infection (Cicala et al. 2009 ). Future work is needed to assess whether there are protective effects of inhibiting HIV-a4b7 interactions in vivo, and to validate this novel attachment factor as a therapeutic target.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS SIGNALING Signal Transduction Mediated by HIV Env
HIV Env has the capacity to mediate signal transduction cascades through CD4 and coreceptors, although the physiological importance on viral entry, replication, and pathogenesis remains controversial. Recent discoveries have provided evidence that signaling does play an important role under certain circumstances. In this section, we briefly review what is known about Env signaling through its receptor and coreceptors and highlight some of the recent discoveries in the field.
Signal Transduction through CD4
During encounters between CD4 þ T cells and APCs, the CD4 molecule acts to enhance signaling through the TCR as it engages a cognate peptide bound to major histocompatibility complex class II ( pMHC). Recruitment of the Src-family protein tyrosine kinase Lck to the immunological synapse through an interaction with the cytoplasmic tail of CD4 results in phosphorylation of immunoreceptor-tyrosine-based activation motifs (ITAMs) present on the CD3g, CD3d, CD31, and TCR-z subunits of the TCR complex and interactions with effector molecules (Love and Hayes 2010; Padhan and Varma 2010) . Doubly phosphorylated ITAMs on the TCR-z subunit recruit the Sykfamily protein tyrosine kinase ZAP-70, which in turn phosphorylates the scaffold proteins LAT and SLP-76 that recruit many additional signaling proteins, eventually resulting in T-cell activation and proliferation (reviewed in Love and Hayes 2010) .
Although HIV has been shown to signal through CD4 on binding (Hivroz et al. 1993; Briant et al. 1998) and to increase the activity of Lck (Juszczak et al. 1991) , it remains unclear whether signaling is essential for infectivity. Although multiple early studies with truncated forms of CD4 indicated that signaling through CD4 was not required for HIVentry (Benkirane et al. 1994; Tremblay et al. 1994) , most of these assays were performed on cell lines and using cell-free virus infection. Several more recent studies have shown a potential role for Env-CD4 signaling in the context of cell-cell spread at the infectious synapse, which as noted before is a specialized junction between cells that resembles the immunological synapse between APCs and T cells. One of the key features of the immunological synapse is that T cells stop migration through the lymph node or target tissue to allow sustained interaction with the APCs. HIV gp120 was able to arrest the migration of primary activated CD4 þ T cells in the presence of ICAM-1 and spontaneously induce the formation of a virological synapse (Vasiliver-Shamis et al. 2008) . Signal transduction through CD4 and Lck were subsequently found to be responsible for depletion of cortical F-actin underneath the virological synapse using a planar membrane model system, allowing transfer of the viral core from the plasma membrane to the nucleus (Vasiliver-Shamis et al. 2009 ). These studies suggest that Env signaling through CD4 may play a role in HIVentry under physiological conditions.
Signal Transduction through CCR5 and CXCR4
CCR5 and CXCR4 are both members of the seven-transmembrane-spanning family of heterotrimeric GPCRs. This family of proteins is characterized by an extracellular aminoterminal domain, seven membrane-spanning domains that form three extracellular and three intracellular loops, and a cytoplasmic tail domain. The amino terminus (site one) and three ECLs (site two) together form the binding pocket for the cognate chemokines, which appear to attach to their receptor and transmit signals in a two-site binding process (reviewed in Clark- Lewis et al. 1995) . The intracellular loops and cytoplasmic tail bind to the heterotrimeric G proteins that in turn mediate effector functions.
The ability of HIV to signal through the chemokine receptors has been documented since shortly after their identification as coreceptors. Early studies tested the requirement for HIV to signal through coreceptor during entry into cells by inhibiting G ai subunits through pertussis toxin (PTX) (Cocchi et al. 1996) or by creating chemokine mutants that abolished the ability to mobilize intracellular Ca 2þ , a key second messenger in signal transduction pathways (Alkhatib et al. 1997; Farzan et al. 1997; Gosling et al. 1997) . Neither of these interventions blocked the ability of HIV to enter cells, leading to the conclusion that signaling was dispensable for viral infection and replication in target cells. During the next decade, a multitude of studies examined the requirement for coreceptor signaling during HIV entry, with sometimes contradictory results (reviewed in Wu and Yoder 2009) . Often, experiments using cell lines or activated primary cells would indicate that signaling was not required for entry, whereas experiments with resting primary cells would indicate a role for signaling. Because the majority of T cells in lymphoid tissues are in resting or nondividing states-particularly before infection with HIV-examining the role for signaling under these conditions is particularly relevant.
Several recent studies have indicated that HIV depends on chemokine receptor signaling for efficient infection of target cells. First, Yoder and colleagues (2008) examined the ability of X4 HIV to infect resting CD4 þ T cells and found that HIV-mediated, G ai signaling through CXCR4 was required for entry. This pathway triggered the activation of a cellular actin-depolymerizing molecule, cofilin, altering cortical actin dynamics near the cell surface and facilitating viral fusion. Moreover, the study suggested a role for cofilin in movement of the viral preintegration complex (PIC) toward the nucleus. In contrast to the resting cell model used in this study, most activated and cycling CD4 þ T cells disassemble cortical actin without the requirement of cofilin. Although this study was limited to CXCR4 viral entry, activation of cofilin may also be required for CCR5 viruses to enter resting, nondividing memory cells, such as the majority of CD4
þ T cells present in the lamina propria of the gut.
A second series of experiments from Harmon and colleagues (2010) showed that HIV also signals through the G aq subunit, resulting in phospholipase C and Rac activation. Rac and the tyrosine kinase Abl then become linked to the Wave2 complex through the adapter proteins Tiam-1 and IRSp53, promoting Arp2/ 3-dependent actin nucleation and polymerization. Blocking activation of the Wave2 complex with small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) or Abl kinase inhibitors arrested HIVentry at the hemifusion stage. Together, these experiments suggest a critical role for envelope-coreceptor signaling-induced actin remodeling during HIV entry, particularly in the case of resting CD4 þ T cells. The role of Env-mediated signaling through CD4 and coreceptor in the HIV entry process remains incompletely defined, but it appears increasingly likely that there are essential roles for signal transduction with physiologically relevant conditions and cell types. A common theme among these studies is the necessity for signaling in the reorganization of cytoskeletal actin, which may be involved in several key viral processes including "surfing," passage through the cortical actin barrier near the plasma membrane, and movement of the viral PIC into the nucleus.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
HIV entry is an active process that involves hijacking various components of the cellular machinery. Although Env engagement of CD4 and coreceptor are the most critical events of the entry process, viral surfing, endocytosis, cell-to-cell transmission, and receptor-mediated signaling likely play a role in enhancing infection efficiency by overcoming various host restrictions. Such factors likely affect the efficiency of transmission host cell tropism, and disease progression and are thus critical areas of future investigation. Although numerous questions remain, the most crucial is how can we better exploit our knowledge of HIV entry for therapeutic gain? Maraviroc and enfuvirtide have shown the efficacy of inhibiting entry, but novel therapeutic targets are needed and these likely represent the host molecules coopted by HIV. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS C.B.W., J.C.T., and R.W.D. were supported by grants T32 AI000632, F32 1F32AI077370, and R01 AI 040880, respectively. We thank Beili Wu, Ray Stevens, and Sriram Subramaniam for the use of figures and PDB (Protein Data Bank) files.
